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Abstract: Implementing digital technologies and digital twins (DT) in operating industrial units is
one of the key problems in smart production. Metallurgical plants require a solution to implement
in the rolling mill retrofitting. A conceptual approach to the virtual configuration of industrial
mechatronic complexes based on object-oriented digital twins-prototypes and twins-instances of
electromechanical and hydraulic systems is justified. Alternative options for virtual commissioning
(VC) were considered, and the Hardware-In-The-Loop (HIL) option was adopted, involving the
implementation of DTs in the hardware and software of a programmable logic controller (PLC).
Virtual models were built, and control algorithms were tested in the Matlab Simulink software; the
prospect of using Simscape domains was noted. The paper’s contribution is the description of a
methodology for the development of object-oriented DTs, interlinked in the process, exemplified
by a rolling mill coiler. The results of the control over the ‘virtual reeling’ mode are provided; the
adequacy of real and virtual processes is confirmed. The problem of developing DTs for a coiler
group, solved herein, is a fragment of a large-scale scientific and practical problem of developing
DTAs (digital twin aggregates) for interconnected mechatronic rolling mill complexes. The developed
VC methodology and proposed DTs are recommended for the commercial implementation in various
industrial units. Developing frameworks of mechatronic systems and multi-domain DTE (Digital
Twin Environment) applications are shown as prospects for future research.

Keywords: smart production; rolling mill; coiler; mechatronic system; digital twin; virtual commis-
sioning; concept; development; implementation

1. Introduction

Digitization is a fundamental trend in the development of industrial companies and
businesses, serving as the basis for their transformation into smart companies. Digital
enterprises allow solving complex tasks, including optimal process and equipment mainte-
nance control. An important driving force of the smart production paradigm is a digital
twin, which is a digital replica of a physical object, subject to the data exchange between
them [1]. It is increasingly used to improve productivity and operating conditions and
configure industrial units using computational techniques that become possible due to a
digital analogue [2,3]. The concept of a digital twin and its function in smart production
conditions are considered in review publications [4–8]. Both academic community and
industry representatives stress the importance of digital twins [9,10].
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Research papers [11–14] provide reviews of the areas of applying DTs in the industry.
According to [15], DTs are used for three basic purposes: simulation, monitoring, and con-
trol. However, today they are increasingly used for design, virtual setup, and configuration
related to virtual commissioning. Many publications are devoted to developing DTs for
the metallurgical industry. Thus, [16–18] consider their role in implementing the concept
of digital or smart metallurgical enterprises. According to this concept, “a smart steel plant
optimizes its production processes from raw materials to final products in an automatically adaptive
way.” Obviously, applying DTs in the development, operation, and retrofitting of rolling
mills as the most complex units of metallurgical production is promising. They can be
most effectively used at the following stages of the rolling mill mechatronic system life
cycle [19,20]:

• the simulation stage when developing and designing automation equipment and tools,
• the commissioning stage with virtual system generation,
• during operation to reconfigure and monitor technical conditions.

Herewith, the literature sources do not provide any information on using DTs in
the reconstruction of operating rolling unit equipment. It also should be noted that the
academic progress of digital twins is far ahead of their practical use. The literary sources
provide limited information on implementing DTs at the industrial equipment life cycle
stages. Therefore, the industrial community’s desire to use DTs in their enterprises is
constrained by the lack of an intelligible methodology for developing DTs for practical
tasks. Most of the existing approaches are focused on specific objects. Therefore, the
main idea of using DTs in production is a dynamic virtual soft representation of physical
assets and processes. In this context, a digital twin means a digital copy of a machine
(or its separate component), a production line, or even an entire plant in the course of its
development or changing its condition.

Experts distinguish three types of twins: Digital Twin Prototype (DTP), Digital Twin
Instance (DTI), and Digital Twin Aggregate (DTA) [21–23]. Such a gradation is adopted
below when developing the DT mechatronic system of the hot rolling mill (HRM) coiler
group. Ref. [23] gives the following explanations:

• “DTP is the prototype of the physical artifact. It considers all the data required to reproduce
the product physically after determining the prototype in the virtual space.” When using
Matlab software, modules of Simulink libraries or Simscape domains can be used as
twin prototypes.

• “DTI means a digital representation of a physical product. This requires continuous connec-
tions throughout the entire life cycle to optimize the virtual model over time.” In this case, the
data flow is directed oppositely to that in DTP, i.e., from the physical product to the
digital model. When studying rolling mills, a typical DTI is a strip, the parameters
and properties of which change during processing.

Upon development, mathematical descriptions of the rolling mill equipment and
various phenomena should be assembled into a complex model. It should describe the
communication of electromechanical and hydraulic systems during metal processing. To
do this, DTAs are developed for both the entire unit and its sections or mechatronic
systems [24]. As a development of this gradation, M. Grieves [21] uses the concept of DTE,
which is a multi-domain application used to control a digital twin for various purposes.

This study is aimed at developing a new conceptual direction: creating relatively
simple object-oriented digital twins of industrial mechatronic complexes. They should be
created according to the aforementioned gradation based on common software without
the use of specialized digital platforms. Meeting these conditions will allow for passing
‘from words to deeds’ in digitalizing the metallurgical industry and ensure the practical
orientation of developments and the possibility of implementing them at operating plants.

The said direction is demonstrated in the example of VC of mechatronic equipment of
the operating HRM. Alternative VC options have been preliminary analyzed to justify a
rational approach to implementing the developed DTs. A DT has been developed for one of
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the most complex process units—a coiler designed to reel flat hot-rolled strips. This device
comprises interconnected electromechanical and hydraulic systems and therefore, is opti-
mal to implement the proposed approach. The practical application of DTs is demonstrated,
and the adequacy of virtual models at the coiler VC stage is assessed. The developed DTA is
also used at other life cycle stages, in particular, when configuring control algorithms. The
results obtained confirm the efficiency of using it in the online monitoring of the equipment
condition (not considered here).

The paper content is given in the following sequence. Section 2 considers alternative
approaches to VC, describes the study object, and justifies the concept of object-oriented
DTs of mechatronic systems. Section 3 provides examples of the modular construction of
object-oriented twins of a rolling mill and considers the methodology for developing DTs
for VC of mechatronic complexes. Section 4 considers the implementation of the developed
DTA in the HRM coiler group PLC software. Section 5 assesses the adequacy of configuring
the mechatronic systems of coilers, provides the oscillograms obtained in the VC mode,
and notes the scientific and practical significance of the results. Section 6 discusses the
study results, and Section 7 draws conclusions on the paper’s content and describes the
research prospects.

2. Problem Formulation
2.1. Alternative VC Options

The authors of [25–27] express the opinion that the majority of mechanisms and
machines can be represented as a structure consisting of a mechanical part and a controller.
Refs. [28–31] consider alternative approaches to VC, combining real and virtual replicas of
the mechatronic system and control device. These include:

1. Conventional commissioning, when a real mechatronic system and a real programmable
logic controller are used to test the control system. The control system is tested
after commissioning.

2. Reality-In-The-Loop (RIL) most accurately reflects the typical commissioning in
the sense that the simulated control system is used to test the physicomechanical
system [32]. In this system, commissioning is not possible until the physical system
is installed.

3. Hardware-In-The-Loop (HIL) uses the real mechanical system’s response simulation
model and is controlled by a real controller. The control software can be tested at the
early stages by replacing the mechanical system with its virtual version.

4. Software-In-The-Loop (SIL) using both a virtual control system and a virtual mechani-
cal one is another step forward. In this case, the simulation speed may be higher or
lower than the real one, depending on the test purpose. Several tests can be quickly
performed at higher speeds while complex systems can be tested at low ones.

Authors of [33] proposes a hybrid commissioning, which is a development of HIL.
It is a step-by-step procedure starting with HIL with the further gradual replacement of
virtual devices with real ones. This leads to step-by-step system commissioning.

The HIL and SIL approaches have significant advantages from the standpoint of reduc-
ing the VC term and solving problems that may arise before the final commissioning [34].
Their analysis shows that when a PLC with sufficient computing resources is available,
the virtual commissioning of an industrial facility does not require a virtual controller. As
will be shown below, the rolling mill coiler is commissioned when the equipment is fully
assembled. Therefore, the HIL approach is preferable.

In HIL configurations, the software is conventionally implemented on a PLC while
the mechanical system’s model runs on a separate emulator. Figure 1 shows a block
diagram of the communication between the automation system and the control object
built in compliance with this condition. In this case, a computer (or several computers
for the complex object model) runs the DT program. This computer is equipped with the
interface required for communication with the automation system’s PLC simulating real
data networks of the object interface.
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Figure 1. Structure Describing the Communication between the Control System and the Object.

This method most accurately describes the input-output periphery, is close to the
real object, and does not overload the computing power of the controller. Herewith, to
accelerate building models, available software environments can be used, e.g., Matlab
Simulink. The rationale for the use of this package to develop DTs is provided in [35,36].
Among the method’s drawbacks, the need for additional computing complexes to simulate
the object should be noted.

Modern controllers also allow for developing HIL configurations by implementing the
controller algorithm and the mechanical system model on the same equipment (Figure 2).
In this case, the DT is built directly in the PLC (of course, if there are free computing
resources). This method is less expensive in terms of hardware but complex in software
implementation. The disadvantage is the PLC’s limited resources, so it requires developing
simplified (and accordingly, less accurate) mathematical models. For the same reason, the
use of the created DT for controlling actual physical processes and equipment conditions is
limited. The solution is transferring debugged DT algorithms to a higher APCS level.
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Tests based on the considered two configurations are performed in real-time mode.
Therefore, debugging procedures can be started exactly as during the actual operation.

The option of placing DT in PLC is applied in the virtual commissioning of rolling
mill coilers described below.

2.2. The Research Object Description

The publication [37] dwells upon the development of DTA for the down coiler section
shown on the diagram of the modern HRM process line (Figure 3). The virtual input prob-
lem is considered in the example of the “wrapper rolls—mandrel” mechatronic complex
of Mill 2500. This was initiated due to the unit reconstruction with the replacement of
process equipment.
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Figure 3. Continuous Hot Rolling Mill Process Line Diagram Fragment (developed by SMS group).

According to the project, the reconstruction should ensure the rolling of up to 25 mm
thick strips with reeling. This required installing a group of three coilers equipped with
powerful hydraulic wrapper rolls (WR). This type of coilers is described in [38,39]. They
perform reeling into a coil with a diameter of up to 2.1 m, weighing up to 40 tons (Figure 4a).
Photos of the installed coiler, developed by the Novokramatorsk Machine-Building Plant
(NKMZ, Kramatorsk, Russia), are given in Figure 4b. Table 1 provides the parameters of
each coiler and the reeled strip.
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Table 1. The Coiler and Reeled Strip Parameters.

Parameter Unit of Measure Value

The reeled strip thickness mm 1.5–25
The reeled strip width mm 1000–2350

The coil mass t up to 45
The coil’s maximum diameter m 2.1

Flow limit at the reeling temperature kgf/mm2 37
The reeled strip temperature ◦C 500–800
The strip tension (maximum) KN 60

Speed feeding the strip to the coiler
m/s

≥12.5
reeling ≥17

Distance
from the last finishing stand to the coiler axis

m
184.55

from driving rollers to the coiler 3.45
between adjacent coilers 9.6

Mandrel diameter
expanded

m
0.85

collapsed 0.82
collapsed in an intermediate position 0.84

Rolling cycle s 60–150
Mass of rotating parts kg 25,000

Gearbox ratio p.u. 2.425/5.318

Figure 5a shows the simplified kinematic diagram of the coiler. The mechanism of
bringing WRs apart and together comprises roll carriers with a system of levers driven by
hydraulic cylinders HC1–HC4. For positioning, position sensors BS* with SSI interface are
used, built into the hydraulic cylinders. The force is calculated by signals from pressure
sensors connected to the HC rod and piston ends. The HC oil flow is controlled by servo
valves. Each WR is driven, the electric drive kinematic diagram is shown in Figure 5b.
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Table 2 provides recommended initial gaps between the WR and the mandrel. They
form a ‘gap volute’, which means a decrease in the distance from the mandrel surface of
each subsequent roll compared to the previous one.

Table 2. Explanation of forming the ‘gap volute’.

Wrapper Roll No. Gap Size of the Strip Thickness, p.u.

1 2.0–2.7
2 1.8–2.5
3 1.2–1.9
4 1.1–1.2

The coiler operation involves bringing WRs apart and together in the course of reeling.
Figure 6 shows their motion for a coiler with four WRs [39,40]. They have two operating
modes: the pressing force control on the first turn (Figure 6a) and step-by-step control
during the formation of the next turns (Figure 6b).
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In the force control mode, when the first layer is formed (Figure 6a), the WR link is
pressed against the strip together with the roll with a given minimum force. Then, at each
turn, the strip pushes the roll up to the magnitude of its thickness (Figure 6b). The problem
is to define the roll’s pressing force against the strip. On the one hand, it should be sufficient
for achieving good reeling quality, and on the other hand, it should not cause damage to
the strip, e.g., in the case of especially thin and “soft” materials. This force should be less
than the opposite one (Fopp) induced by the strip after each turn (Fopp > Fpress).

2.3. Justifying the Concept of Object-Oriented DTs of Mechatronic Systems

According to [41], “Mechatronics is a “system design” approach, in which mechanical,
electronic, and software systems are closely integrated and affect each other and the entire system.”
Virtual configuring of mechatronic systems at the commissioning stage is a relevant area
of the DT commercial application. This area is in demand when commissioning and
retrofitting rolling mills.

Publications [42–44] are devoted to studying the problems of electromechanical sys-
tems and developing control systems for rolling mills. Ref. [45] describes the transformation
of a rolling mill from a stand-alone solution into a fully integrated cyber-physical production
system. Refs. [46–49] solve similar problems. An analysis of these and other publications
allows for concluding that the disadvantages of digital products of well-known companies
developing rolling equipment are complexity and narrow focus. Digital twins are devel-
oped based on specialized digital platforms, mainly used in the design and construction of
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new turnkey units. They are not applied at operating metallurgical enterprises. Each rolling
mill is a unique object built using tailored equipment. Therefore, digital platforms can only
be applied to the units of a specific developer company. This approach is impracticable
when replacing or retrofitting mechatronic systems of operating rolling mills.

Given the aforementioned, a conceptual approach to creating DTs of industrial mecha-
tronic complexes is proposed, providing for:

• developing relatively simple object-oriented digital twins-prototypes of electrome-
chanical and hydraulic systems,

• developing digital twins-instances reflecting all the essential links of the object,
• combining DTP and DTI into an aggregated digital twin of a higher-level mechatronic

complex or process facility.

Object-oriented DTPs should be built within a simple methodology using avail-
able software without digital platforms. Such software includes Matlab and Python,
well-studied and successfully applied in control system development. This approach can
be applied to process units or their sections representing a group of integrated mechatronic
systems involved in a process. Those include the coiler section of the rolling mill under
study. Thus, the coiler group DT development problem, solved herein, is a fragment
of a large-scale scientific and practical problem of developing DTAs for interconnected
mechatronic rolling mill complexes.

3. Materials and Methods

Requirements for created DTs:

1. In general, they should simulate the operating modes of the unit under study or an
individual process unit (rolling stand, coiler, screw-down mechanisms, etc.).

2. Parameters and configurations of local systems should correspond to those set for the
object investigated.

3. All critical links of individual automated systems should be reproduced, in our
case—electric and hydraulic drives.

4. When developing, a single concept and elemental base of automation systems adopted
for a specific unit should be preserved.

Problems to be solved when creating DTs:

1. Justifying mathematical dependencies and apparatus, minimally sufficient for reliable
simulation of the object in the hardware and software of a PLC or an industrial PC.
Note: For the coiler under study, such dependencies have been developed and used
during virtual commissioning. They are not described herein due to the significant
data volume.

2. Developing software to conduct the object simulation in the PLC language or develop-
ing a simulator using a specially allocated computer. Developing control algorithms
in the PLC language.
Note: The coiler group models have been pre-developed for this particular case on
a separate PC in the Matlab Simulink software package. Upon developing control
algorithms and defining the controller configuration parameters, all the mechatronic
complex operating modes were studied on a virtual model.

3. Building digital twins for commercially available PLCs or in the PLC-PC complex. In
this case, the problem of developing or choosing an interface arises.

4. Practical implementation on an operating unit.
5. Developing (or debugging) ACPS algorithms, visualization tools, and interfaces of

industrial digital systems. In particular, this is required when using the developed
DTs to monitor conditions after switching the PLC to a regular operation mode.
Note: Developing systems for monitoring the technical condition of the equipment is
an independent complex problem that cannot be solved as part of virtual commissioning.
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3.1. Modular Construction of DTA of Rolling Mills

In general, the rolling mill DTA’s structure comprises DTPs and DTIs with all relevant
process links. Therefore, the following digital twins should be developed for HRM:

• Motion control DT (control panel gives control commands);
• DTPs of the main drives;
• DTPs of hydraulic units simulating (for the stand):

– deformation zone;
– rolling force;

• DTI of the strip between stands (interlink of stands through the strip);
• DTIs simulating the link between the last stand and driving rollers of the coiler;
• thickness measurement devices (Digital Shadows—DS);
• flatness measuring devices (DS).

The list of basic DTs may vary depending on the particular rolling unit equipment
composition. Thus, for a continuous HRM stand group, the DTA structure may include:

• DTP of the work roll anti-crossbreak system [50,51];
• DTP of the axial roll displacement system [52,53];
• DTA of hydraulic or electromechanical loopers.

Of course, this list is not complete; the DTA configuration will differ for different units
and their individual modules. However, the proposed modularity allows for creating a
complex DTA design without costly and time-consuming physical commissioning. All
controls can be virtually tested as close as possible to real ones. Configurations in a closed
control loop with preset target parameters can be similarly tested.

The block diagrams below explain the construction of DTs of sequentially located
stands (Figure 7a) and the continuous hot rolling mill coiler equipment (Figure 7b). They
reflect the essential interlinks of process units. Figure 7a considers pressure metal pro-
cessing. DTPs are provided for the basic electrical, mechanical, and hydraulic equipment.
Simulators of their interlink through the processed strip and the stand deformation model
are provided. Insignificant functions such as cooling the intermediate and run-out table
workpieces are not considered. Figure 7b shows a diagram of the DTPs of electric and
hydraulic drives and the DTI of the strip to be developed when creating a virtual model of
the coiler’s mechatronic complex.

When using the Matlab software, modules included in the Simulink or Simscape
libraries are used as object-oriented DTPs, [35,36]. Also, object-oriented DTIs are being
developed based on the Simulink library. Measurement devices and coordinate observers
included in DTAs are Digital Shadows; they perform one-way data transmission from a
physical object to a virtual model.

The DT mechatronic complex is based on mathematical models of the electric drive of
the coiler and driving rollers, considering the connection through the reeled strip [54,55].
Refs. [56–59] considers in detail one-mass and two-mass drive models, and [60,61]—the
interconnection of electromechanical systems through the strip. The WR hydraulic drive
model includes digital models of a hydraulic cylinder and a servo valve [62,63]. Simulating
a hydraulic system was based on the theoretical provisions and mathematical dependencies
considered in [64,65]. Refs. [66,67] describe the basic principles of simulating hydraulic
systems. The Simulink 7.0 software package was adopted as the software environment for
creating DTs. Models and algorithms were developed and initially debugged using it.
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systems of the HRM stands (a) and coiler (b).

As noted above, a detailed description of the developed models of the coiler’s elec-
tromechanical and hydraulic systems takes up a lot of space and can be the subject of a
separate publication.

3.2. Methodology of Developing DTs for VC

The provided material allowed for justifying the generalized technique for developing
DTs intended for the virtual commissioning of mechatronic complexes and process control
systems. It comprises the following sequence of actions:

1. Upon completing the design stage—developing simulation models and control algo-
rithms, the virtual configuring of the control system. For electrical and mechatronic
systems of rolling mills, developing models in the Matlab Simulink software package
is optimal. Simscape domains can also be used, in which case a DTE application can
be generated.
It is planned to further develop a conceptual multilevel structure (framework [68,69])
for a set of functions of various mechatronic complexes based on Simscape domains
and interconnection modules developed in Simulink.

2. Digital twin development. To do this, the model algorithms are implemented on
the computing tools of controllers designed to control processes. Model structures
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and pre-developed control algorithms are “transferred” from the Simulink to the
PLC software.

3. Direct virtual commissioning. At this stage, control algorithms are debugged, and
settings are refined.

4. Connecting PLCs with developed control algorithms to a physical object. Experimen-
tal research, transfer to pilot operation.

5. “Transfer” of the object digital twin to the higher level computer software to use it for
the online control over process parameters and technical conditions of equipment.

4. Implementation

The developed technical solutions have been implemented in PLCs included in the
coiler group APCS structure shown in Figure 8. Like most modern multilevel automation
systems for rolling mills, it was built based on computers (levels 3, 2, 1), programmable
controllers (level 1), digital drives, sensors, and actuator valves (level 0) [70].
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Level 1 comprises coiler controllers, a coiler master controller, and a visualization
system. Level 1 controllers are real-time systems. Process controllers (e.g., tension) and
actuator positioning systems are implemented on their basis. The communication mech-
anism logic is also implemented, including automatic sequences and local systems for
real-time product tracking. The coiler master controller is connected to the finishing stand
group master controller and the 2nd level automation system. Level 2 is responsible for
shop-level monitoring and computing production settings; it also contains models (e.g.,
rolling, heating in furnaces, etc.) for calculating level 1 tasks.

Figure 9 shows the automation system structure. Each coiler uses a Siemens S7-400
controller. It comprises a basic processor (CPU), a fast computing processor (FM), and a
communication processor (CP). The basic processor is used to solve general logic problems,
implement controllers, and control coiler drives and auxiliary mechanisms. The wrapper
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roll controller software is housed in the FM-458 fast computing processor. The communica-
tion processor communicates with the visualization system and other controllers.
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Figure 9. The Coiler Section Automation System Structure.

The CPU-416 processor implements software to control the mandrel drives, driving
rollers, hydraulic drives of wrapper rolls, and other mechanisms. The key functions
include setting up tasks for power-up sensors, calculating the roll diameter and tension,
bending, and inertia moments, dynamic compensation, an exact coil stop, communication
with frequency converters, etc. The computing cycle lasts 10 to 20 ms. Along with three
such controllers, the structure includes a coiler master controller (PLC Master) and a
human-machine interface (HMI).

At the commissioning stage, the coiler group DTA was used, hosted on the computers
of controllers shown in Figure 8. Thereby, the model structures and control algorithms
were transferred from the Simulink environment to the PLC software. For the operation of
the complex, a testing ground was arranged with coiler controllers, a visualization system,
and part of the operator consoles. Figure 10 shows the general view of the coiler group
master’s controller basket.
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To control dynamic processes, a PDA (Process Data Acquisition) system was used,
which allowed recording data by polling and storing several thousand signals with a
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minimum sampling time of 2 ms. Accordingly, the data acquisition sampling rate is fixed
at 500 Hz. The standard Profibus communication protocol was used to transmit data.
Figure 11 shows the PDA system connection to the PLC.
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To assess the developed DTA’s adequacy to the physical object, a series of experiments
was performed, during which the change in the electric and hydraulic drive parameters
was compared in transient modes.

5. Results

The adequacy of actual and virtual processes was checked. Below are the “virtual
reeling” mode control results with a simulation of the mechanism communication through
the metal. Two options were compared:

1. Soft commissioning: A combination of a hardware PLC and a simulated system
(hardware in the HIL cycle),

2. The results obtained on the coiler (or group of coilers) after the “physical” commis-
sioning with the control system configured in the HIL mode.

Note that the literature sources provide no such comparative analysis of virtual and
physical processes.

Figures 12 and 13 show the reeling of three successive coils in the time instants
(t1–t2), (t3–t4), and (t5–t6), respectively. The horizontal axes specify the time in the day
format (hh:mm:ss) since the recording was continuous. The time scale was chosen to allow
visually displaying processes on the plot in the t1–t6 period equal to about 5 and 2.5 min in
Figures 12 and 13, respectively.

5.1. Experiment

Experiment No.1. The reeling of several strips in series is simulated using the developed
mechatronic system virtual model and control algorithms. The wrapper rolls operate in
the “non-apart” mode, i.e., they are constantly pressed against the roll. This mode is used
when reeling thick strips (7 to 25 mm).

Figure 12a shows the simulation results obtained using the simulator (HIL results);
Figure 12b shows the oscillograms obtained directly on the coiler. Such an analysis is
intended to check the complex operability in all modes during a reeling cycle. The following
dependencies are shown: window 1—the strip’s “head” and “tail” positions on the run-out
table; window 2—coiler motor speed; window 3—coiler motor torque; window 4—the
driving roller position; window 5—the setting for the driving roller servo valve; window
6—the position of the wrapper roll No. 1.
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The oscillograms are not intended for the analysis of processes in the mechanisms
under study (it is not the purpose hereof). Without describing them, we can argue that all
coordinates in Figure 12a,b change identically.

Experiment No.2. Figure 13 shows the oscillograms obtained when simulating the
mode of reeling strips alternately on two coilers. The following virtual model signals in
the HIL mode are shown: window 1—the strip’s “head” positions ‘on the run-out table;
window 2—motor speeds of coilers Nos. 2 and 3; window 3—coiler motor torques; window
4—positions of driving rollers Nos. 2 and 3; window 5—settings for the driving roller servo
valves; window 6—positions of wrapper roll No. 1 of coilers Nos. 2 and 3.

As in the previous experiment, the given dependencies were compared with the
oscillograms obtained on a physical object (not shown herein). A conclusion has been
drawn, valid for both experiments: during the control, the mechanism triggering time
intervals and the transient processes are the same. This confirms the qualitative crossmatch
of the results and the possibility of using a digital twin to configure the electrical and
hydraulic systems of the coiler group.

Conclusions from the experimental results:

1. The HIL and physical configuration results in, respectively, Figure 12a,b are identical.
This means that the virtual controller operates similarly to the designed one, and the
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virtual model is adequate to the object under study. This confirms the digital twin
adequacy to a real mechatronic system.

2. The analysis of Figures 12 and 13 confirms that the developed aggregated digital twin
reliably reflects the processes for both a single coiler and a group of coilers. Therefore,
it is suitable to virtually configure a process complex. It may also be implemented at
other stages of the unit’s life cycle (except for disposal).

Below are the WR control system virtual adjustment results, performed during the
coiler commissioning.

5.2. Virtual Commissioning

Figure 4a above shows damage to the strip surface on the inner coil turn. It is caused
by unsatisfactory accuracy of setting the initial WR gaps (forming a ‘gap volute’, Figure 6a)
or inaccurately controlled forces, pressing the rolls to the strip. This causes scratches,
dents, and other defects in the head section, becoming visible after the coil is unreeled.
In VC mode, measures should be taken to reduce such damage. To do this, on hydraulic
coilers, the principle of the so-called ‘step control’ over wrapper rolls is used [39,40]. In
this mode, the strip ‘head’ passage under the roll without pressure should be ensured,
which requires precise control over the roll position (Figure 6a). To avoid damage at the
beginning of the next turn, the forces pressing the roller to the strip should be automatically
controlled (Figure 6b).

Figure 14 shows the sequence of switching the ‘position control’—‘force control’ modes
for four WRs of the coiler under study (windows 1–4, respectively). Oscillograms were
obtained at virtual configuring the WRs mechanisms using the developed DTA of the
mechatronic coiler system. A 10 mm thick strip is reeled while tracking the position of the
‘head’ after the first roll bite. Before biting, the rolls are in their initial positions forming
a ‘gap volute’ within 24–14 mm (for the first and fourth WRs, respectively). As the first
turn is formed on the mandrel, the rolls start compressing the coil in the force maintenance
mode, rising to pass the coil section with the strip ‘head’ (the Figure does not show force
waveforms). The WR force and position formation sequence is considered in more detail
in [39,40].

Figure 15 shows the hydraulic drive WR1 operation in conjunction with electric drives
of the coiler mandrel and WRs. As in the previous case, the initial roll deviation (window 1)
is 24 mm, which is 2.4 times the reeled strip thickness. Before biting the strip, occurring at
the time instant t1, electric drives rotate at a speed (windows 3, 6) exceeding that of the strip
while a torque limit (window 2) is set proportional to the desired tension. After the bite and
several mandrel revolutions at the time instant t2, electric drives of WRs are switched to
the negative torque mode (window 5). This reduces the speed of their rotation (window 6)
relative to that of the mandrel electric drive (window 3). After the second turn, the average
WR1 pressing force (window 7) is kept constant.

As noted, the oscillograms in Figures 14 and 15 were obtained in the virtual com-
missioning mode of the mechatronic systems of the coiler group under study. They fully
correspond to those obtained during the routine operation of the mechanisms (not shown
here). Their analysis confirms that the electromechanical and hydraulic systems, interlinked
through the strip work in a coordinated mode according to the step-control algorithm.
Deviations of speeds, forces, and torques correspond to the set ones, which allows for
concluding that the control systems are configured satisfactorily. After virtual testing
of all transient modes occurring during the reeling cycle, the control algorithms have
been exported to the coiler group APSC, where they are operated in the online condition
monitoring mode.
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for all WRs; windows 5, 6—torques and speeds of WR motors; window 7—WR1 pressing force.
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5.3. Scientific and Practical Significance of the Results

The advantage of the provided modular DTA construction principle based on object-oriented
DTPs and DTIs is that each process module or a separate mechatronic system of the unit
can be tested independently and in parallel. This allows for testing and controlling indi-
vidual functions with a standard laptop using common software. The interaction of all
settings and processes can be examined before commissioning. After the plant is completely
commissioned, the developed simulation modules can be used to monitor processes and
object conditions. Thus, with the development of DTA, a system has been created capable
to simulate the real-time work of an operating unit. It can also be used to develop new
functions to optimize the rolling (such developments are available but not considered here).
This is performed in parallel with the basic process; the real unit operation is not disturbed.
Advantages such as shorter test and commissioning times and faster unit optimization with
less risk are also beneficial. This is the academic and applied significance of object-oriented
digital twins.

The provided modular aggregated twin construction principle based on separate
object-oriented DTPs and DTIs is taken as a basis when developing techniques and al-
gorithms for controlling all mechatronic systems of a reconstructed rolling mill. The
developed DTAs can be used at the life cycle stages of other rolling mills from planning to
ongoing production, including designing, commissioning, and retrofitting. Thereat, the
created simulation models will be supplemented with only partial aspects depending on
the unit specifics. The real-time simulation allows for training the maintenance personnel
in operating the unit with quasi-real-time processes. This complements the scientific and
practical significance of the accepted digital technology development area.

6. Discussion of the Results

Of course, the oscillograms in Figures 12–15 are not the only confirmation of the
reliability of the conclusions drawn. In the virtual commissioning, oscillograms were
obtained for all modes during the reeling cycle of strips of various grades and dimensions. A
comparative analysis of the processes studied considering the real communication between
the mechatronic system nodes, obtained on a virtual model and an object, confirmed
their adequacy.

The coiler VC allowed reducing accidents and metal losses. The efficiency of introduc-
ing digital twins at the stage under study can hardly be assessed since the reduction in the
mill commissioning term and the impact of the virtual coiler configuration on this indicator
cannot be reliably defined. The cost-effectiveness of reducing the risks of accidents and
breakdowns occurring during physical and virtual configuration is also difficult to assess.

To confirm the VC technical efficiency, it is expedient to provide the results published
by Siemens [71]. The following conclusions have been made (quote): “The AFRY and Siemens
experience allows for concluding that many companies face difficulties in implementing appropriate
technologies such as digital twins due to the difficult assessment of return on investment. Therefore,
it is important to reduce the risk of investment projects by demonstrating the digital twin value.”
This paper demonstrates the DT benefits in the coiler VC.

A concomitant effect is that digitalization (a profound transformation of the production
process involving the use of digital technologies) affects not only technology but also “the
way technology improves culture, collaboration, competence, and leadership to reduce efforts and
increase productivity” [71].

7. Conclusions and Prospects for Future Research

The provided material justifies a new conceptual direction—creating object-oriented
digital twins of industrial mechatronic complexes based on common software without
the use of specialized digital platforms. The basic coiler APCS software algorithms were
debugged on a digital twin before being tested on a physical object in the real strip reeling
mode. Thereby, virtual commissioning was performed with a “soft” configuring of the
coiler control system.
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The provided material confirms the relevance and feasibility of the accepted concept of
creating mechatronic system DTs to arrange the virtual commissioning of rolling production
mills. The results obtained allow recommending the use of the mechatronic coiler system
DTs to improve control algorithms. This can be done both at the VC stage and during the
further unit operation.

Herewith, the application of developed DTs is not solely limited to the area specified.
The developed and debugged virtual models have been “transferred” to the second-level
APCS computers. Currently, they are used to analyze processes and collect statistical data.
On their basis, it is planned to make up a system for diagnostic monitoring of the technical
condition of equipment, which is among the conceptual areas of using digital twins.

The synergy lies in the fact that DT, conceptually intended for virtual commissioning,
after being connected to a physical object, becomes its digital shadow providing online
control over the process, as well as monitoring and forecasting of conditions. The digital
shadow can work in the mode of “advisor” to the operator and maintenance staff. This is a
new area of using digital systems in industrial companies.

The results obtained are not limited to implementation at one particular facility. This
is because mechatronic complexes are built based on electromechanical and hydraulic
systems and control algorithms, which can be considered typical when building digital
models. Therefore, the provided development can be taken as a basis when solving similar
problems at various industrial facilities.
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